Thank you for subscribing to The WOLFe Pack! As promised, here is your FREE SUPER SHARKS INFO Pack!

This product is filled with items to teach, engage, reinforce, assess and differentiate fun facts about sharks. It has
been designed in such a way that you can use every product with every student or pick and choose what you
use based off the needs of particular students. Many items can be used for the whole group while other items
can be used in small groups or independently. Using just the facts found on the Info Text pages, this product can
stand alone but I strongly suggest using a selection of Nonfiction books to supplement.
This SUPER SHARKS INFO Pack includes:
{6} Informational Texts and Comprehension Checks {with detailed info re each Super Sharks Fact}
{5} Informational Texts {with detailed info re five different shark species}
{1} Flip Book {to show what you know about a variety of sharks}
Through this product, your students will:
~be able to identify six different super shark facts and develop an understanding for each fact.
~make connections across those facts and draw new conclusions.
~learn specifics regarding five different sharks.
~build content knowledge regarding this important scientific understanding of sharks/fish.
~read info text, use text features and implement critical thinking skills to acquire comprehension.
~have fun and learn a lot while doing all of the above {and more}!

Keep on the lookout for your next FREEBIE from The WOLFe Pack: Friendship and Virtues

SUPER

Thanks! Katie Wolfe
Katie@TheWOLFePackDen.com
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Sharks are fierce predators!
Sharks are feared across the globe as predators of the sea. Many
movies and books have been made that include sharks as evil
eating machines that search out and attack people. The truth is
that most shark attacks on people are due to the shark defending
its own territory or a matter of mistaken identity. Many sharks
hunt seals and sea lions and mistake wetsuit-wearing surfers and
divers as their favorite prey. But, once they take a bite, they realize
they’ve bitten into something unsavory and release the unlucky
person. This is often referred to as a “Hit and Run Attack”.

1. Predators means _______________________________________.

Different types of sharks use different strategies to hunt their prey.
Great White Sharks tend to attack prey by ambushing from below
at high speeds. Because the prey never saw the shark coming,
these are referred to as “Sneak Attacks”. Other sharks will bump
into its prey several times and then finally bite a critical part of its
it and wait until it bleeds to death. This is a common strategy used
by Bull Sharks and is called the “Bump and Bite Attack.”

3. Great White Sharks tend to do Sneak Attacks and_________.

No matter the strategy used, sharks do not seek humans out as
prey. Sharks prefer to eat seals, sea lions, stingrays, whales, fish,
octopi and even other sharks. But, most sharks are fierce animals
that will naturally defend their territory or protect themselves
from human interference. The best
approach to dealing with sharks is to
simply let them be.

animals that hunt
other animals A

animals that
are hunted

animals in
captivity

B

2. Releasing prey after a shark tastes it is called a ____________.
Bump
and Bite

ambush from
below

A

Hit
and Run B

Sneak
Attack

bump its prey

A

Great White
Sharks A

swim around it

B

C

Hammerhead
B
Sharks

Bull Sharks
C

5. Sharks __________ want to attack humans!

do

don’t
A

should
B

C

6. Humans should ________________________________________.
A

swim with
B
sharks

leave sharks
C
alone

Name____________________________
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C

4. Bump and Bite Attacks are favored by____________________.

hunt sharks
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Sharks have powerful jaws!
Sharks have a unique jaw structure, which makes their mouths
extremely effective weapons. In most animals, the lower jaw
moves freely but the upper jaw is firmly attached to the skull.
However, in sharks, the upper jaw rests below the skull, but can
be detached when a shark attacks its prey. This lets the shark
thrust its entire mouth forward to grab onto its prey. This very
special jaw mobility varies among different shark species, but all
sharks have this ability to some degree.
Sharks also have extremely powerful jaws. They have the
strongest jaws of all the fish in the ocean! Other land animals
might have stronger jaws, but when you combine a shark’s
amazing teeth with its powerful jaws, no prey is safe in the
ocean!

1. Sharks have a _____________ jaw structure.
flawed

A

weak

unique
B

C

2. A shark’s jaw can be ___________ when it attacks prey.
damaged

A

detached

B

disinfected

C

3. Sharks have the strongest jaws of all the __________________.
animals on
earth

A

fish in the
ocean

animals in
the ocean

B

C

4. In the comparison chart, which animal has the strongest jaw?
Comparison of Different Jaw Strengths

Animal

Bull Shark

1250 psi
691 psi

African Lion
Great White Shark

556 psi

{pounds per square inch}

1821 psi

African Lion
A

Jaw Strength

River Hippo
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Bull Shark
B

C

5. In the comparison chart, which shark has the strongest jaw?
Great White
A
Shark

Bull
Shark

B

Hammerhead
Shark C

6. An African Lion’s jaw is ________________ a Bull Shark’s jaw.
weaker than

the same as

stronger than

A

B

C

Name____________________________
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Sharks have special senses!
A shark’s strongest sense is smell because 2/3 of its brain is dedicated
to smell. Not only is a shark’s sense of smell extra strong, it’s also
directional. Directional smelling means that a shark smells through
each nostril separately and can determine from which direction the
smell is located. A shark can smell a single drop of blood from far away.

1. Which is a shark’s strongest sense?
hearing

A

sight

smell
B

C

Another of their most acute senses is hearing. Research suggests they
can hear low pitch sounds well below the range of human hearing.
Sharks are able to track sounds over many miles, listening specifically
for distress sounds from wounded prey.

2. What does acute mean in this passage?

Eyesight varies greatly among the various shark species. Some sharks
have great eyesight similar to cats. A mirror-like layer in their eyes
allows them to see better in the water. This allows the shark to hunt in
clear seas or murky water. Other sharks have poor eyesight and are
even color-blind.

3. Some sharks have a __________-like layer in their eyes.

Some sharks use their sense of touch to find prey. Nurse Sharks have
special fleshy appendages on their faces that help them feel for food
hiding in the sand. These body parts called Barbells have a similar purpose to an insect’s antennae or a cat’s whiskers.

Sharks also have a few unique senses. For instance, they are able to
feel vibrations in the water using a line of canals that go from its head
to its tail. Called a "Lateral Line", these canals are filled with water and
contain sensory cells with hairs growing out of them. These hairs
move when the water vibrates and alerts the shark to potential prey.
Sharks also have a sensory organ called the "Ampullae of Lorenzini"
which they use to "feel" the electrical field coming from its prey.
With all of these special senses, it’s no wonder sharks are such
successful hunters!
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sweet
looking

mirror

A

A

strongest

metal

B

weakest

B

glass

C

C

4. What does appendages mean in this passage?
tails

A

body parts

B

hands

C

5. What does unique mean in this passage?
one of a kind

A

normal

B

typical

C

6. Which organ allows sharks to “feel” electrical fields of prey?
Lateral Line

A

Ampullae of
Lorenzini

Barbells

B

C

Name____________________________
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Sharks are superb swimmers!
Sharks are superb swimmers in the same way that airplanes are
superb fliers! Sharks have roll stabilization and altitude control
just like a well-designed airplane. Their streamlined bodies glide
silently through the water using both their dorsal and pectoral
fins.
Because a shark’s body is heavier than sea water, it must swim
continuously otherwise it will sink. Another feature that enables
sharks to not sink is their oil-filled livers. Depending on where and
how a shark lives, it will have anywhere from 18 to 550 gallons of
oil in its liver! Not only does this oil keep the shark buoyant, it also
provides fuel for a shark’s long journey across the ocean in search
of prey.
Another unique feature of a shark’s body that enhances its ability
to swim are the dermal denticles that cover the entire body. The
word dermal means skin and the word denticles means teeth. So,
sharks are covered in skin teeth! These skin teeth are like teeny
tiny scales that make up the shark’s skin and protect the shark’s
body but they also create a smooth barrier that decreases drag
and increases speed.
Despite their many swimming talents, one thing that sharks are
unable to do is swim backwards!

1. What kind of fins do sharks use to swim?
only
dorsal

A

only
pectoral

both dorsal &
pectoral C

B

2. What does streamlined mean in this passage?
designed for
efficiency A

designed for
B
style

designed for
C
comfort

3. A shark must keep swimming because it’s body is _________.
lighter than
sea water

A

heavier than
sea water

B

the same as
sea water

4. What does continuously mean in this passage?
with many
A
breaks

in circles

B

without
stopping
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C

5. What does buoyant mean in this passage?
able to
swim

A

able to
breathe B

able to
float

C

6. Dermal denticles are like ________________________.

skin hair

A

skin teeth

B

skin fur

Name____________________________
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GREAT WHITE SHARK
WHERE does it live?

Great White Sharks live along the coasts of all major oceans with temperatures
between 54 and 75 degrees (Fahrenheit). The biggest population of Great White
Sharks can be found in South Africa where scientists are able to conduct
the majority of all research on the species. Great Whites
are also known to migrate annually from
Baja California to Hawaii and
back.

WORDS TO
KNOW
APEX PREDATOR
at the top of the food
chain; no other animal
preys on it

COUNTERSHADED
when an animal’s
back is dark and its
underside is light
BREACHING
when a sea animal
breaks the surface
of the water
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Hammerhead SHARK
WHERE does it live?

Hammerhead Sharks are found worldwide in warmer waters along
coastlines and CONTINENTAL SHELVES. Big schools of Hammerhead Sharks can be
found in Colombia, Costa Rica, Hawaii and Africa.

WORDS TO
KNOW
CONTINENTAL
SHELF
part of a continent
submerged in
shallow ocean
COUNTERSHADED
when an animal’s
back is dark and its
underside is light

SOLITARY
completely alone;
with no others of
the same kind
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is interesting?

WHAT

does it look?

HOW

WHAT
does it eat?

WHERE
does it live?

WHICH
shark is it?

SHARKS

by__________________
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_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

Where does it live?

What does it eat?

How does it look?

_____________________________
_____________________________
What is interesting?
_____________________________
__________________________

_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

Which shark is it?

